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from the instructions.   

 

1. Name of Property 

Historic name:  __________Hutchinson House (Additional Documentation) ________ 

Other names/site number: __N/A____________________________________ 

      Name of related multiple property listing: 

      ______________Edisto Island Multiple Resource Area________________________ 

      (Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Location  

Street & number: ______________7666 Point of Pines Road_________________________ 

City or town: __Edisto Island___ State: __South Carolina____ County: ___Charleston____  

Not For Publication:   Vicinity:  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. State/Federal Agency Certification   

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,  

I hereby certify that this    X    nomination  ___ request for determination of eligibility meets 

the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic 

Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.  

In my opinion, the property  _X_  meets   ___ does not meet the National Register Criteria.  I 

recommend that this property be considered significant at the following  

level(s) of significance:      

 ___national                  ___statewide           __X_local  

  Applicable National Register Criteria:  

_X__A             ___B           _X__C           ___D         

 

 

    

Signature of certifying official/Title:    Date 

______________________________________________ 

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government 
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In my opinion, the property        meets        does not meet the National Register 

criteria.   

     

Signature of commenting official:    Date 

 

Title :                                     State or Federal agency/bureau 

                                                                                         or Tribal Government  

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. National Park Service Certification  

 I hereby certify that this property is:  

       entered in the National Register  

       determined eligible for the National Register  

       determined not eligible for the National Register  

       removed from the National Register  

       other (explain:)  _____________________                                                                                    

 

                     

______________________________________________________________________   

Signature of the Keeper   Date of Action 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Classification 

 Ownership of Property 

 (Check as many boxes as apply.) 

Private:  

 

 Public – Local 

 

 Public – State  

 

 Public – Federal  

 

 

 Category of Property 

 (Check only one box.) 

 

 Building(s) 

 

 District  

 

X

 

 

x 
 

  

 

  

 

  

X

 

 

x 
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 Site 

 

 Structure  

 

 Object  

 

 

 

 Number of Resources within Property 

 (Do not include previously listed resources in the count)              

Contributing   Noncontributing 

____________   _____________  buildings 

 

_____________   _____________  sites 

 

_______1_____   ______1______  structures  

 

_____________   _______1______  objects 

 

______1______   _______2______  Total 

 

 

 Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register ____1_____ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Function or Use  

Historic Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

 _DOMESTIC: single dwelling_ 

 _AGRICULTURE: agricultural fields, processing_ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 

Current Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

 _WORK IN PROGRESS_ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Description  

 

 Architectural Classification  

 (Enter categories from instructions.) 

 _LATE VICTORIAN: Folk Victorian_ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 

 

Materials: (enter categories from instructions.) 

Principal exterior materials of the property: __foundation, BRICK; walls, WOOD, 

weatherboard; roof; METAL, tin_ 

 

Narrative Description 

(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property.  Describe 

contributing and noncontributing resources if applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that 

briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style, 

method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has 

historic integrity.)   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Summary Paragraph 

 

The Hutchinson House was listed in the National Register in 1987 under the Edisto Island 

Multiple Resource Area in a nomination comprising two pages.1 Additional documentation is 

being submitted to describe the evolution of the house, document the history of the Hutchinson 

family, and explain the significance of the Hutchinson House more fully. Hutchinson House is 

located on Point of Pines Road on Edisto Island, a rural Lowcountry sea island forty-five miles 

from Charleston.2 It is situated on a parcel of high land that the Hutchinson family farmed while 

they lived on the property. There is a historic well on the property to the west of the house and a 

                         
1 National Register nomination, Hutchinson House, 1987. 

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/charleston/S10817710151/S10817710151.pdf (Accessed 1 September 2022). 
2 The term Lowcountry is informally used to refer to the low-lying areas near the coast in the southeastern part of the 

state. Though not formally defined, counties considered to be in the Lowcountry (in whole or in part) include: 

Jasper, Hampton, Beaufort, Colleton, Charleston, Dorchester, Berkeley, and, less commonly, Georgetown and 

Williamsburg. The Lowcountry is located within the coastal zone and outer coastal plain landforms of South 

Carolina. The coastal zone is characterized by marshes, sea islands (barrier islands), and natural harbors, while the 

outer coastal plain includes numerous rivers and small wetlands known as Carolina bays. For more on the coastal 

zone and outer coastal plain, see Walter Edgar, South Carolina: A History (Columbia, SC: University of South 

Carolina Press, 1998), 4-6.  

 

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/charleston/S10817710151/S10817710151.pdf
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non-historic information kiosk and gravel parking area to the southeast of the house, surrounded 

by a wooden fence. Hutchinson House is a one and a half story wood frame dwelling with a 

steep pitched transverse gable roof punctuated by three gable roofed dormers on the façade 

(south elevation). The house is clad in weatherboard siding and features six-over-six, single hung 

wood sash windows. There are two dormers and two brick and stucco chimneys on the rear 

(north) elevation. The windows and dormers are symmetrically placed on the façade and rear 

elevation. The house is elevated on brick piers which support the sill beams of the frame. Saw-

cut Folk Victorian verge boards ornamented the gable ends of the house but are temporarily 

removed for restoration. The interior walls and ceilings are clad in original beadboard and 

horizontally oriented wood paneling. The house has vernacular Victorian mantles in the 

downstairs parlors and original pine flooring throughout. Although a work in progress, 

Hutchinson House retains its historic integrity, as discussed in greater detail below. The original 

1987 National Register nomination for Hutchinson House provided only a brief description of 

the property. The following expanded narrative describes the interior and exterior of the house in 

greater detail and better documents the building’s evolution from its construction to its ongoing 

restoration as of August 2022. The additional documentation for the property is being submitted 

prior to completion of restoration due to the requirements of the scope of work for a National 

Park Service (NPS) African American Civil Rights Grant, which is partially funding the 

restoration. The scope of work required that a draft nomination be submitted by July 2022 and a 

final draft submitted by November 2022.3 The description reflects the property as it appeared 

between March and August 2022. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Narrative Description  

 

The Hutchinson House was listed in the National Register in 1987 under the Edisto Island 

Multiple Resource Area in a nomination comprising two pages.4 Additional documentation is 

being submitted to describe the evolution of the house, document the history of the Hutchinson 

family, and explain the significance of the Hutchinson House more fully. Hutchinson House is 

located on Point of Pines Road on Edisto Island, a rural Lowcountry sea island forty-five miles 

from Charleston.5 It is situated on a parcel of high land that the Hutchinson family farmed while 

they lived on the property. There is a historic well on the property to the west of the house and a 

non-historic information kiosk and gravel parking area to the southeast of the house, surrounded 

                         
3 U.S. Department of the Interior, “Notice of Award,” issued 09/06/2021, Historic Preservation Fund Grants-In-Aid, 

Project Grant, Grant No. P21AP11653-00; Edisto Island Open Land Trust, “Hutchinson House Scopes of Work for 

Grant-Funded Projects,” September 2021.  
4 National Register nomination, Hutchinson House, 1987. 

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/charleston/S10817710151/S10817710151.pdf (Accessed 1 September 2022). 
5 The term Lowcountry is informally used to refer to the low-lying areas near the coast in the southeastern part of the 

state. Though not formally defined, counties commonly considered to be in the Lowcountry (in whole or in part) 

include: Jasper, Hampton, Beaufort, Colleton, Charleston, Dorchester, Berkeley, Georgetown, and Williamsburg. 

The Lowcountry is located within the coastal zone and outer coastal plain landforms of South Carolina. The coastal 

zone is characterized by marshes, sea islands (barrier islands), and natural harbors, while the outer coastal plain 

includes numerous rivers and small wetlands known as Carolina bays. For more on the coastal zone and outer 

coastal plain, see Walter Edgar, South Carolina: A History (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 

1998), 4-6.  

 

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/charleston/S10817710151/S10817710151.pdf
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by a wooden fence (see attached Hutchinson House Site Map and Exterior Photo Key). 

Hutchinson House is a one and a half story wood frame dwelling with a steep pitched transverse 

gable roof punctuated by three gable roofed dormers on the façade (south elevation). The house 

is clad in weatherboard siding and features six-over-six, single hung wood sash windows. There 

are two dormers and two brick and stucco chimneys on the rear (north) elevation. The windows 

and dormers are symmetrically placed on the façade and rear elevation. The house is elevated on 

brick piers which support the sill beams of the frame. Saw-cut Folk Victorian verge boards 

ornamented the gable ends of the house but are temporarily removed for restoration. The interior 

walls and ceilings are clad in original beadboard and horizontally oriented wood paneling. The 

house has vernacular Victorian mantles in the downstairs parlors and original pine flooring 

throughout. The original 1987 National Register nomination for Hutchinson House provided 

only a brief description of the property. The following expanded narrative describes the interior 

and exterior of the house in greater detail and better documents the building’s evolution from its 

construction to its ongoing restoration as of August 2022. The additional documentation for the 

property is being submitted prior to completion of restoration due to the requirements of the 

scope of work for a National Park Service (NPS) African American Civil Rights Grant, which is 

partially funding the restoration. The scope of work required that a draft nomination be 

submitted by July 2022 and a final draft submitted by November 2022.6 The description reflects 

the property as it appeared between March and August 2022. 

 

1. Hutchinson House (c. 1885)- Contributing Building  

 

Site History 

Hutchinson House was constructed by Henry Hutchinson on land that his father James “Jim” 

Hutchinson acquired by organizing land cooperatives. Jim Hutchinson collected money from 

several freedmen, purchased land, and allotted acreage based on the amount each stakeholder 

contributed, thus allowing several formerly enslaved Edisto Island residents to acquire permanent 

legal title to their own farms. Hutchinson purchased 404 acres of Shell House Plantation (once 

owned by the Grimball and Clark families) in 1874, of which he received 90 acres of marsh and 

74 high acres; part of this site is where his son Henry later built Hutchinson House.7 Edisto Island 

resident Sam Gadsden (1883-1981) noted that, “upon his death, several of his children eventually 

had wooden houses built for them. Only Henry’s remains.”8 

 

Surveyor J.D. Taylor subdivided the Shell House parcel in 1878 for Hutchinson. A survey made 

by Taylor in September 1892 depicts the parcels within the tract and shows the footprint of 

Hutchinson House on Point of Pines Road. The site was bounded on the south by “barren lands 

covered by the tides” and another portion of Shell House, on the west by lands of Peter Bowman, 

on the east by William and John Brown’s lot, and on the north by several smaller parcels including 

“no. 15. Jas. Hutchinson’s lot.” Parcel A, comprising 38.53 acres of “fine cultivated land,” includes 

                         
6 U.S. Department of the Interior, “Notice of Award,” issued 09/06/2021, Historic Preservation Fund Grants-In-Aid, 

Project Grant, Grant No. P21AP11653-00; Edisto Island Open Land Trust, “Hutchinson House Scopes of Work for 

Grant-Funded Projects,” September 2021.  
7 Edisto Island Open Land Trust, “Hutchinson House- History”, https://edisto.org/history/ (Accessed 29 October 

2021). 
8 Post and Courier, “Edisto home in Desperate Need of Repairs,” 4 February 1996, pg. 1B. 

https://edisto.org/history/
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several buildings: “a two story frame residence (new) of Henry Hutchinson Jr. cost $500” 

[Hutchinson House], a two story frame cotton house several yards to the west described as “old 

and out of repair”9, a small framed barn to the rear/north of Hutchinson House, a “large framed 

house, two story with brick chimneys (2) and pillars, dwelling old and dilapidated, occupied by 

Henry Hutchinson Sr.,” and “Louis Hutchinson’s residence small frame one story” to the west. Of 

these houses and outbuildings, only Hutchinson House survives.10 Taylor created an updated plat 

of the land in 1898 as part of a Court of Common Pleas suit raised by some of the investors. Lot 

22, Hutchinson House parcel, contained 21.22 acres and belonged to Henry Hutchinson.11 Lot 22 

was formally subdivided into parcels by the family in December of 1970. Hutchinson House lies 

on lot C of this plat.12  

 

Hutchinson House was listed in the National Register in May 1987. The original nomination 

describes Hutchinson House as a rectangular, one and a half story dwelling with a side gable roof 

with ornamental vergeboards, symmetrical fenestration, and a pedimented front porch “from a later 

period.” The nomination also notes the weatherboard siding, brick pier foundation, and true 

divided light windows.13 The current appearance of the Hutchinson House is the result of an 

ongoing stabilization and restoration effort. The house was unoccupied from 1986 and deteriorated 

steadily due to deferred maintenance in the Lowcountry’s subtropical climate. The rear bay 

collapsed by 2007, and the front porch was deteriorating and pulling away from the frame of the 

house. The Edisto Island Land Trust (EIOLT), whose current Board of Directors includes a 

Hutchinson descendant, purchased the house in 2016 and embarked on a fundraising and 

restoration campaign. A protective canopy was placed over the house to prevent further weather 

intrusion in 2017, as documentation began. The first phase of work involved stabilizing 

Hutchinson House and sealing the envelope. Artis Construction completed the work in the spring 

of 2021 and removed the protective canopy. The final phase of work, which is set to commence in 

the fall of 2022, will entail restoring lost features including the wrap around porch and rear house 

bay, restoring the original vergeboards (currently stored on site), and restoring and preserving the 

interior of the house.  

 

Exterior 

Hutchinson House is a wood frame dwelling with wide weatherboard siding. The house is elevated 

on brick piers which support the sill beams of the frame (photo 8). The façade (south) fenestration 

is symmetrically placed and reads window, window, door, window, window (photos 1-2). The six-

over-six true divided light window sash are single hung. The steep pitched gable roof (a 12”/12” 

                         
9 A circa 1900 photograph of the cotton gin with the Hutchinson family posing with their carriages shows that Henry 

had either renovated or rebuilt the gin to full functioning capacity by that time.  
10 See figure 002, JD Taylor papers, SCHS, box 9, plat 231.  Lewis was James and Nancy Hutchinson’s other son.  

Henry Hutchinson the elder was a relative, presumably a brother of James Hutchinson. New South Associates, 

Archaeological Survey and Interpretation of the Hutchinson House, 6. The 1880 United State Census, Charleston 

County, pg. 371 lists a mulatto farmer Henry Hutchinson born circa 1845 and living on Edisto Island with his wife 

Caroline; this is a likely match for the elder Hutchinson referenced in the plat documents.  
11 See figure 003, Charleston County plat book D, pg. 142.  
12 Charleston County Deed Book P121, pg. 257; Charleston County Plat Book Q, pg. 91 and Q, pg. 90; Obituary for 

Myrtle E. Singleton, Post and Courier, 2 October 2014. 
13 National Register nomination, Hutchinson House, 1987. 

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/charleston/S10817710151/S10817710151.pdf (Accessed 1 September 2022).  

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/charleston/S10817710151/S10817710151.pdf
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rise over run) features three symmetrically spaced dormers with gable roofs and similar six-over-

six window sash as found on the first story of the house (photos 2-3). The side (east and west) 

elevations have a centrally placed door flanked by windows (reading window, door, window) on 

the first story and a single six-over-six window on upper story in the gable ends (photos 5-6). The 

gable roof has a partial return cornice and an eave along the façade which were ornamented with 

Folk Victorian vergeboards and fascia boards (photo 7; figures 1, 7, 15). Surviving pieces of the 

boards are temporarily removed while the house is undergoing stabilization and stored on site 

(photo 12). 

 

Today, the house features a rectangular plan of two rooms and a stair hall on the first and second 

floors (see attached Hutchinson House Floor Plan and Interior Photo Key). Hutchinson House 

originally had a T-plan configuration and a wraparound porch. The T plan was comprised of the 

extant main block of the house and a long bay (not extant) running parallel to the rear (north) 

elevation and which projected beyond the east and west walls of the house. This long rear bay was 

covered with a hipped shed roof that engaged with the main frame of the house below the principal 

gable roof, and which ran continuously around the house to create a partial wrap-around porch on 

the front and side elevations. The original sill beam projects beyond the main block of the house 

past the west elevation, indicating the T-plan was part of the original c. 1885 construction. The 

wraparound porch and long rear bay appear in the earliest known photograph of the house circa 

1900 (figure 1). The rear bay was clad with weatherboard siding like the main block of the house. 

It was not tied integrally to the frame of the house and by 2007 had been lost due to lack of 

maintenance and deterioration from termite damage and rot (photo 4; figure 23).  

 

A circa 1960s photograph (figure 16) shows that an additional rear ell that ran perpendicular to the 

original rear bay had been constructed by that time. The rear ell also had weatherboard siding and 

a transverse gable roof that intersected with the roof of the long rear bay. The rear ell had also been 

lost by 2007. 

 

The circa 1900 photograph (figure 1) shows the original wraparound porch’s ornamental details 

including thin Tuscan column supports, a hipped roof, and a vernacular ornamental cornice 

comprised of a flat back band to which the saw-cut Folk Victorian band of trim was applied. The 

foundation was at least partially comprised of vertically oriented logs, which appear in figure 1 to 

be wedged below the porch sill beam. The wraparound porch was replaced with a front pedimented 

porch (south elevation) and a side porch on the west elevation by January 1, 1939 (figure 8). Like 

the earlier porch, the new portico was supported by vertically oriented logs. 

 

A circa 1940s photograph (figure 10) shows the low-pitched pedimented front porch in detail.14 

The porch had a full return cornice, atop a simple entablature of two flat panels. The porch supports 

were four narrow Tuscan wood columns possibly salvaged from the first porch. The pediment 

faced south toward Point of Pines Road. The side porch had a hip roof tying into the main house 

and into the shed roofed long rear bay.  

 

                         
14 Hutchinson Family Private Collection, “house photos”, images 68 and 69.  The two undated images are circa 

1930s or early 1940s, based on the photo printing quality and formatting.  
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A Life Magazine 1956 photograph of Hutchinson descendent Lula Whaley at the foot of the 

driveway on Point of Pines Road (figure 11), taken after the wraparound porch was removed, 

provides a distanced view of the facade of the house and shows the shed roofed projections of the 

rear bay on the east side of the house, mirroring the ell or projection shown on the west side of the 

house in the earlier photographs above and creating a symmetrical, T-plan layout.  

 

The front and side porches were heavily deteriorated by 2017. The original balustrades and support 

posts were no longer extant, and concrete masonry unit piers that had replaced the log foundation 

supports were settling and causing the porches to pull away from the house (figures 22-23). The 

front and side porches were removed in 2020 to allow the frame of Hutchinson House to be 

repaired and the envelope resealed. All original framing members were left in situ and braced as 

needed, and historic materials were retained wherever possible, including original siding and 

exterior ornamentation. The rear elevation of the house required stabilization, which was 

completed in 2021. The rear is currently temporarily sheathed with plywood to seal the envelop 

while the last phase of restoration work is underway, which includes reconstructing the rear bay 

and wraparound porch (photo 4).  

 

Two chimneys are placed symmetrically on the rear (north) elevation of the house (photo 3). They 

are constructed of locally made brick and feature ornate ornamentation including a stepped course, 

a flat band of stucco trim, a dog-toothed course, and three stepped courses that corbel inward to 

create a cap-like profile. The chimneys were repointed with sympathetic natural lime mortar in 

2021. 

Interior 

While the front door is placed in the center of the south façade as viewed from the exterior, the 

interior layout of Hutchinson House is slightly asymmetrical. The first-floor features two parlors, 

each with a fireplace (see attached Hutchinson House Floorplan and Interior Photo Key). Each 

parlor features wood paneled walls and the fireplaces have simple vernacular mantels (photos 9, 

11, 14, 16). The front door opens into the west parlor, which is slightly larger than the east parlor. 

A simple partition wall comprised of wood paneling and with no stud framing separates the two 

parlors (photo 13). There are doors on the east and west walls of the house in the parlors that once 

accessed the wraparound porch (photos 10, 16). There is also a door opening on the rear wall of 

each parlor that led into the lost rear bay of the house (photos 9, 14).  

 

Stairs in the west parlor running along the partition wall lead to the second story (photos 12-13, 

18-19). Rather than a true boxed staircase (in which the stair is supported and enclosed by the 

walls), Hutchinson House has an open stringer stair that is nailed to the partition wall. The risers 

and treads are affixed directly to the stringer. The stair run leads a small landing, then turns 180 

degrees and continues to the second story, saving space and allowing head clearance below the 

rafter system. The treads overhang the risers slightly, but there is no bull nosing or profile present. 

The outer stringer facing into the west parlor is also open construction but is hidden by a wall of 

thin boards that are nailed directly onto it. 

The principal newel post is let into the floor system and is visible from the raised basement; this 

anchors the stair box, and the surrounding treads are cut to house the newel post. The newel posts 
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for the landing are also housed and let in, and they are held in compression between the outer 

stringers for both runs. This mode of construction is a common space saver in historic vernacular 

buildings, as it allows the builder to omit a solid wall below the stairs (which would otherwise be 

used to support the outer stringer).  

 

Interior paneling in Hutchinson House includes circular sawn pine planks and factory cut profiles. 

The west parlor features several different types of paneling: narrow beadboard with a triple bead 

profile installed horizontally on the west wall and front/south wall (photos 10-11); horizontal 

shiplap roughly 3” wide with a small, beaded edge on the back/north wall (photos 9, 12); vertically 

oriented shiplap on the stair (east) wall (photos 12-13); and vertically oriented beadboard (with a 

wider profile of 3” between each bead) on the projecting chimney walls (photo 9). The ceiling 

features 1x10 inch boards that are staggered and face nailed to the upstairs floor joist system (photo 

9). The mantel surround is comprised of a simple projecting plank, with a band of custom-made 

Folk Victorian saw-blade pattern vernacular trim ornament of triangular shaped 1x6 inch pieces 

that were likely off-cuts from another part of the house (possibly a stair skirt board, for example). 

The chimney box is trimmed with a horizontal 1x6 inch boards nailed onto the vertical beadboard 

(photo 9). The window casing in the front parlor is made of narrow beadboard pieces (photo 11), 

while the front door casing is 1x2 stock with no trim profile. 

 

The east parlor trim is nearly identical to the west: triple beaded profile beadboard on the front 

(south) and east walls oriented horizontally (photos 16-17), vertically oriented shiplap on the stair 

(west) wall (photo 17), horizontal shiplap on the back (north) wall, staggered 1x10 inch paneling 

on the ceiling, and vertically oriented shiplap with a single bead on the chimney box wall (photo 

14). The mantel in this room is made of a leftover piece of tongue and groove paneling (photo 15). 

 

The second story features two bedrooms with knee walls and pitched ceilings in the gable area 

(photos 20-28). The bedrooms are placed symmetrically on either side of the stair hall (see attached 

Hutchinson House Floorplan and Interior Photo Key). Like the first floor of the Hutchinson House, 

the upstairs rooms feature a variety of paneling profiles. The second-floor stair hall ceiling is 1x8 

inch boards butt-jointed and nailed directly to the ceiling joists, the sloped dormer wall has tongue 

and groove shiplap, the knee wall has narrow beadboard with a double bead profile installed 

horizontally, and the side walls leading into the bedrooms have vertically installed 3” shiplap. The 

doors are simple board and batten construction, and like the paneling in the rest of the house, are 

original (photo 28). 

 

The bedrooms have staggered 1x12 inch stock for the ceiling, and vertical shiplap on the angled 

sidewalls, with no bead or profile (photo 20). The west bedroom features the same triple-beaded 

material found on the first floor, installed horizontally on the knee wall and the rafter area, and on 

the gable end walls (photos 20-21). The wall shiplap was installed first, running into the attic area, 

and the ceiling boards were affixed after. The east bedroom has paneling with a single bead profile, 

installed horizontally (photos 25-26). 

 

Hutchinson House was built without electricity, central heat/ducting, or indoor plumbing. Minimal 

electricity (two breakers) was installed sometime in the mid-twentieth century. Plumbing was 

eventually added to a mid-twentieth century rear wing that projected perpendicular to the house 
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and is no longer extant. The extant main block of the house was never plumbed or fitted with 

modern HVAC equipment or ductwork, leaving the interior virtually unchanged over time. The 

flooring throughout the house is original four-inch tongue-and-groove yellow and heart pine 

(photos 13, 20).  
 

 

2. Well (c. 1885)- Contributing Structure 

A well is located to the west of the house in the side yard approximately fifty feet from the west 

elevation. It is constructed of locally made historic brick similar to the piers and chimneys of 

Hutchinson House and dates to circa 1885. It is unlined and still holds water but has not been 

pumped or used to supply drinking water in recent times. It is the only extant contributing resource 

on the property apart from the house.  

 

3. Information Kiosk (2018) – Noncontributing Object 

An information kiosk built in 2018 is located on the north side of the gravel parking area.  

 

 

4. Parking Area (2018) – Noncontributing Structure 

A gravel parking area was built in 2018 and is surrounded by a wood fence. The parking area is 

roughly rectangular in shape. The parking area is connected to Point of Pines Road to its south via 

a curved gravel drive.  

 

Integrity  

Although a work in progress, Hutchinson House retains its historic integrity. The historic 

integrity of the property has been negatively impacted by the loss of historic features over time, 

but the core of the house which remains, especially its very intact interior, continues to convey 

the property’s important historical associations. The Hutchinson House has not been relocated 

and retains integrity of location. The setting has evolved very little over the years and the area 

surrounding the property remains largely undeveloped and is largely still rural and agricultural. 

A small number of single-family residences and agricultural buildings now exist in the vicinity, 

but are not numerous or high-density. The design of the Hutchinson House is negatively 

impacted by the loss of its porch, rear bay and ell, and the temporary removal of the vergeboards 

for restoration. However, the house retains its massing and core form, fenestration pattern, roof 

and dormer configuration, original interior floorplan, and interior features and finishes, including 

two Folk Victorian mantels. As with integrity of design, integrity of materials and craftsmanship 

is also negatively impacted by the loss of some historic features, but the material and 

craftsmanship on the interior of the house remains little changed from the late 19th century and 

still exhibits a variety of finishes reflective of the construction of the house by freedmen 

following the Civil War. Materials and craftsmanship also remain evident in the repaired and 

restored exterior siding, roof, dormers, and windows. The Hutchinson House retains the feeling 

and association of a late 19th century freedmen’s house on Edisto Island. The overall form of the 

building and the use of a mixture of new and salvaged materials used to construct it are still 

evident. While the temporary removal of the vergeboards for restoration does diminish the 

character of the exterior, the interior still strongly reflects local period vernacular woodwork and 

design through its use of a variety of wood paneling types.  
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_________________________________________________________________ 

8. Statement of Significance 

 

 Applicable National Register Criteria  

 (Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register  

 listing.) 

 

A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 

broad patterns of our history. 

  

B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.  

 

C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 

construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, 

or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack 

individual distinction.  

 

D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 

history.  

 

 

 

 Criteria Considerations  

 (Mark “x” in all the boxes that apply.) 

 

A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes 

  

B. Removed from its original location   

 

C. A birthplace or grave  

 

D. A cemetery 

 

E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure 

 

F. A commemorative property 

 

G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years  

 

X

 

  

X

 

  

 

 

X 
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Areas of Significance 

(Enter categories from instructions.)  

_ETHNIC HERITAGE: Black_  

_ARCHITECTURE___  

___________________  

___________________  

___________________  

___________________ 

 

 

Period of Significance 

_circa 1885-1941_____ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

 

 Significant Dates  

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 

Significant Person 

(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.) 

___________________  

___________________  

___________________ 

 

 Cultural Affiliation  

 ___________________  

 ___________________  

 ___________________ 

 

 Architect/Builder 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________  

 ___________________ 
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Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes 

level of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of significance, and any 

applicable criteria considerations.)  

 

The Hutchinson House was listed in the National Register in 1987 under the Edisto Island 

Multiple Resource Area in a nomination comprising two pages.15 The period of significance 

begins with the construction of the house by Henry Hutchinson circa 1885, and ends with 

Hutchinson’s death in 1941, representing the primary period in which the property served as the 

family farm. Additional documentation is being submitted to describe the evolution of the house, 

document the history of Hutchinson family, and explain the significance of the Hutchinson 

House more fully. Hutchinson House is significant at the local level under Criterion A: Ethnic 

Heritage: Black for its association with the free Black agrarian community on Edisto Island and 

at the local level under Criterion C: Architecture as one of the earliest and the most intact houses 

on Edisto Island built by African Americans during Reconstruction and as the only known 

surviving house to be built by a freedman in that era. It was constructed by Henry Hutchinson, 

who was born enslaved on Edisto Island in 1860, and who became emblematic of the financial 

stability and success freed people hoped to attain in the Lowcountry after the American Civil 

War.16 The large, ornamented, and well-constructed house demonstrates Henry Hutchinson’s 

status and the economic advances possible for freed people on Edisto in the late Reconstruction 

era. The vernacular Folk Victorian house utilizes a combination of balloon framing and timber 

framing construction methods, a mix of salvaged and new materials, and hand-hewn and 

machine-sawn lumber, reflecting material availability and limitations on Edisto Island in the late 

nineteenth century. The house remained in the Hutchinson family until 2016. Although 

restoration is ongoing, Hutchinson House retains its historic integrity, especially the 

unmodernized and unaltered interior. The additional documentation for the property is being 

submitted prior to completion of restoration due to the requirements of the scope of work for a 

National Park Service (NPS) African American Civil Rights Grant, which is partially funding the 

restoration. The scope of work required that a draft nomination be submitted by July 2022 and a 

final draft submitted by November 2022.17 The statement of significance reflects the property as 

it appeared between March and August 2022. 
 

                         
15 National Register nomination, Hutchinson House, 1987. 

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/charleston/S10817710151/S10817710151.pdf (Accessed 1 September 2022). 
16 The term Lowcountry is informally used to refer to the low-lying areas near the coast in the southeastern part of 

the state. Though not formally defined, counties considered to be in the Lowcountry (in whole or in part) include: 

Jasper, Hampton, Beaufort, Colleton, Charleston, Dorchester, Berkeley, and, less commonly, Georgetown and 

Williamsburg. The Lowcountry is located within the coastal zone and outer coastal plain landforms of South 

Carolina. The coastal zone is characterized by marshes, sea islands (barrier islands), and natural harbors, while the 

outer coastal plain includes numerous rivers and small wetlands known as Carolina bays. For more on the coastal 

zone and outer coastal plain, see Walter Edgar, South Carolina: A History (Columbia, SC: University of South 

Carolina Press, 1998), 4-6. 
17 U.S. Department of the Interior, “Notice of Award,” issued 09/06/2021, Historic Preservation Fund Grants-In-

Aid, Project Grant, Grant No. P21AP11653-00; Edisto Island Open Land Trust, “Hutchinson House Scopes of Work 

for Grant-Funded Projects,” September 2021.  

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/charleston/S10817710151/S10817710151.pdf
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of 

significance.)  
 

The Hutchinson House was listed in the National Register in 1987 under the Edisto Island 

Multiple Resource Area in a nomination comprising two pages.18 The period of significance 

begins with the construction of the house by Henry Hutchinson circa 1885, and ends with 

Hutchinson’s death in 1941, representing the primary period in which the property served as the 

family farm. Additional documentation is being submitted to describe the evolution of the house, 

document the history of Hutchinson family, and explain the significance of the Hutchinson 

House more fully. Hutchinson House is locally significant at the local level under Criterion A: 

Ethnic Heritage: Black for its association with the free Black agrarian community on Edisto 

Island and under Criterion C: Architecture as one of the earliest and the most intact houses on 

Edisto Island built by African Americans during Reconstruction and as the only known surviving 

house to be built by a freedman in that era. It was constructed by Henry Hutchinson, who was 

born enslaved on Edisto Island in 1860, and who became emblematic of the financial stability 

and success freed people hoped to attain in the Lowcountry after the American Civil War. The 

large, ornamented, and well-constructed house demonstrates Henry Hutchinson’s status and the 

economic advances possible for freed people on Edisto in the late Reconstruction era. The 

vernacular Folk Victorian house utilizes a combination of balloon framing and timber framing 

construction methods, a mix of salvaged and new materials, and hand-hewn and machine-sawn 

lumber, reflecting material availability and limitations on Edisto Island in the late nineteenth 

century. The house remained in the Hutchinson family until 2016. Although restoration is 

ongoing, Hutchinson House retains its historic integrity, especially the unmodernized and 

unaltered interior. The additional documentation for the property is being submitted prior to 

completion of restoration due to the requirements of the scope of work for a National Park 

Service (NPS) African American Civil Rights Grant, which is partially funding the restoration. 

The scope of work required that a draft nomination be submitted by July 2022 and a final draft 

submitted by November 2022.19 The statement of significance reflects the property as it appeared 

between March and August 2022. 

 

Edisto Island 

Edisto Island is a sea island (barrier island) located primarily at the southeast end of Charleston 

County, with the coastal town of Edisto Beach located in Colleton County. The island is 

separated from the mainland by the South Edisto River, the Intracoastal Waterway (Watts Cutt), 

the Dawhoo River, and the North Edisto River, and fronts the Atlantic Ocean on its southeast 

side. A number of creeks cut across the island, effectively forming many islands within the larger 

sea island. The island was originally populated by the Edisto Indians, with the first Europeans, 

Spanish settlers, arriving in the mid-16th century. The island was deeded to the Lords Proprietors 

(English noblemen who held the original land grant to Carolina) by the Edisto in 1674 and an 

                         
18 National Register nomination, Hutchinson House, 1987. 

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/charleston/S10817710151/S10817710151.pdf (Accessed 1 September 2022). 
19 U.S. Department of the Interior, “Notice of Award,” issued 09/06/2021, Historic Preservation Fund Grants-In-

Aid, Project Grant, Grant No. P21AP11653-00; Edisto Island Open Land Trust, “Hutchinson House Scopes of Work 

for Grant-Funded Projects,” September 2021.  

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/charleston/S10817710151/S10817710151.pdf
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English settlement with enslaved Africans was present by the late 17th century. Indigo was the 

island’s primary cash crop through the mid-1700s, as the predominating wetlands were ill-suited 

to rice production. From the late 18th through the early 20th centuries the island was a major 

producer of Sea Island cotton. During the Civil War, the island was occupied by United States 

troops by the spring of 1862 and approximately 1,600 African Americans were evacuated to St. 

Helena Island in Beaufort County for the duration of the conflict. Edisto Island was included in 

General Sherman’s Special Field Order Number 15 in 1865, which designated the sea islands for 

the settlement of formerly enslaved people. Ultimately, some white former plantation owners 

regained possession of their land on the island. Farming resumed after the Civil War, and 

agricultural production on the island shifted to truck farming after the boll weevil destroyed 

much of the state’s cotton crop in the early 20th century. Edisto Island was accessible to the 

mainland only by boat until the Dawhoo Bridge was constructed in 1920, and the island remains 

largely rural to this day.20  
 

Criterion A: Ethnic Heritage - Black 

The Hutchinson House is emblematic of Black life on Edisto Island in the late 19th century and 

early 20th century. The Hutchinson House was constructed circa 1885 by Henry Hutchinson, a 

successful farmer who grew cotton and subsistence crops on the Hutchinson House tract. 

Hutchinson, a former slave, was a landowner and businessman who operated one of the only 

Black-owned cotton gins on the island. He built his house on land he received from his father, 

James “Jim” Hutchinson. Jim acquired the parcel, which was formerly part of Clark’s or Shell 

House plantation, as part of a land cooperative he led to assist fellow freed people in obtaining 

their own properties.  

 

Jim Hutchinson was born enslaved on Peter’s Point Plantation on Edisto Island. Oral history from 

the Hutchinson family states that Jim was the son of Edisto Island planter Isaac Jenkins Mikell 

(1808-1881) and Maria (1810-1883), who was enslaved at his plantation.21 Family history 

indicates that Jim and his first wife Nancy had two children, Lewis and Henry.22 Jim joined the 

                         
20 Andrew W. Chandler and Tom Shaw, “Edisto Island Multiple Resource Area,” National Register of Historic 

Places Inventory – Nomination Form (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 

1986); Ford Walpole, “Edisto Island,” South Carolina Encyclopedia, accessed March 9, 2023, 

https://www.scencyclopedia.org/sce/entries/edisto-island/.  
21 Estevez, Edisto Island: The African American Journey, 128, cites an interview with descendent Myrtle 

Hutchinson that James was a light skinned man born to Isaac Jenkins Mikell, who was a house servant and boat 

helper, but never worked in the fields. 
22 There are numerous discrepancies in oral histories and other documents regarding Jim Hutchinson’s early life, a 

common problem in documenting persons who were born enslaved and societally marginalized in the American 

South.  US Freedman’s Bank Record application lists James Hutchinson’s father as “Lewis, dead”, his mother as 

Maria, and “brothers, none. Francis, dead.”  The bank application also does not list Henry as a child, only Rebecca, 

Lewis, Maria, and Francis. This is likely because Henry was not present with the family at the time the application 

was filed. U.S. Freedman’s Bank Applications, 1865-1874, Charleston County, account number 6332.  Records 

indicate that Jim had several wives during his lifespan, Nancy Mills or Hank (1835-1898), Rachel (1839-1871), and 

Annie Brown (1850-1904, with whom William “Uncle Son”, 1872-1925 and Blossom Brown were born). Edisto 

Island Open Land Trust, “Hutchinson House- History”, https://edisto.org/history/ (Accessed 12 December 2021). 

Genealogy notes, Edisto Island Museum, Hutchinson House files (compiled by Emily Meggett, a Hutchinson 

descendent).   

https://www.scencyclopedia.org/sce/entries/edisto-island/
https://edisto.org/history/
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United States military when they occupied Edisto Island during the American Civil War, serving 

in the Navy from April 1863 to April 1865.23  

 

After the American Civil War ended, South Carolina entered Reconstruction (1865-1877) to 

reintegrate it into the United States. Federal troops occupied the state, and the Freedman’s Bureau 

was created to assist newly freed people in the transition from slavery to citizenship and to assist 

them in acquiring land. Reconstruction brought short-lived political opportunities for Black South 

Carolinians. White plantation owners resisted Reconstruction policies and fought to regain 

political control of the state and to repossess plantation lands they had lost. After Reconstruction 

ended, white politicians restricted Black voting, civil rights, land ownership, and ability to hold 

office through a series of local and state level legislation known as Jim Crow laws.24 Despite 

economic and political adversity in the late nineteenth century, the positive gains of the 

Reconstruction era were more permanent in Charleston County than in the state as a whole. In 

1900, some 43 percent of Charleston County Black farmers owned their land, versus 22 percent 

statewide. This higher percentage of ownership was largely due to Freedman’s Bureau land 

redistribution and to Black cooperative land purchases like those organized by Jim Hutchinson.25  

 

During Reconstruction, Jim Hutchinson returned to Edisto Island and became a local political 

leader, serving as a delegate to the Charleston County Republican Party Convention (1878-1880), 

Republican precinct chairman for Edisto (1882-1884), and as a trial judge (1874).26 Hutchinson 

was shot and killed in 1885 while visiting his son Lewis at his Edisto Island farm, by a white man 

named Frederick Barth who was acquitted of the crime.27  
 

Henry Hutchinson (1860-1941) was born enslaved on Edisto Island, like his father. He first appears 

in the 1880 agricultural census, farming a ten-acre tract on Edisto next to James Hutchinson’s land. 

He grew cotton, Indian corn, and potatoes, and had two horses, ten poultry, and farm implements 

and machinery valued at $100.28 Henry constructed Hutchinson House around the time he married 

his wife Rosa, in 1885, as his family residence.29 The couple had the following children: 

 

1. Edward Lewis, 1887-1953 

2. Lula Edith “Sister”, 1887-1974  

3. Henry “Uncle Buba”, 1889-1951 

4. John, 1892-1952 

5. Edward R., 1893-1915 

                         
23 Spencer, Edisto Island, 1861-2006: Ruin, Recovery, Rebirth, 21-22, 25. 
24 Rubin, Hyman. “Reconstruction.” South Carolina Encyclopedia. 

https://www.scencyclopedia.org/sce/entries/reconstruction/ (accessed 5 September 2022). 
25 Preservation Consultants, Historical and Architectural Survey, Charleston County, South Carolina, 39. 
26 Lindsay, And I’m Glad, 63; Edisto Island Open Land Trust, “Hutchinson House- History”,  

https://edisto.org/history/ (accessed 10 June 2022). 
27 Charleston News and Courier, 8 July 1885, pg. 8; Charleston News and Courier, 9 July 1885. Charleston News 

and Courier, 24 Oct. 1885, pg. 1. Charleston News and Courier, 10 February 1887, pg. 1. https://edisto.org/history/ 

(Accessed 8 June 2022). 
28 1880 United States Agricultural Census, Charleston County, Edisto Island, pg. 16. 
29 The 1900 United States Census, Charleston County, Edisto Island, pg. 29, lists Henry and Rosa’s marriage year as 

1885. 

https://www.scencyclopedia.org/sce/entries/reconstruction/
https://edisto.org/history/
https://edisto.org/history/
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6. Arthur “Rich,” 1894-1960 

7. Mac, 1896-1906 

8. Edgar, 1898-1915 

9. Mabel “Baby,” 1900-1988.30 

 

Henry Hutchinson was a successful businessman and operated one of the few Black-owned cotton 

gins on Edisto Island, which was situated about 100 yards west of the house, on a ten-acre tract of 

land that the family later sold but which Edisto Island Open Land Trust (the current owner) has 

since reunited with the Hutchinson House tract. There were thirteen functioning cotton gins on 

Edisto Island circa 1880, almost all of which were owned by white planters, while Black farmers 

and laborers produced roughly two-thirds of the cotton grown on Edisto.31 Henry Hutchinson’s 

cotton gin provided his Black neighbors with an alternative to paying higher rates at white-owned 

gins on the island.32 Hutchinson also brokered cotton on their behalf, thus circumventing 

middlemen cotton buyers and securing the best crop prices. Henry also offered loans to his 

neighbors for purchasing seed and agricultural equipment so they could operate their own farms.33 

Henry was well-known in the community to Blacks and whites alike. He regularly sent the first 

bag of Sea Island cotton of the season from Edisto to Charleston. Sea Island cotton was a lucrative 

cash crop that thrived in the Lowcountry climate, and which had a stable value. Hutchinson was 

described in 1930 as a “veteran farmer and grows from 6 to 10 bales of cotton a year.”34  

 

Sea Island cotton remained a stable and profitable cash crop until the boll weevil infestation of 

1919, which decimated cotton crops throughout the state and devastated the industry.35 Henry 

continued farming cotton, supplemented with produce and subsistence crops, until his death in 

June 1941. His wife Rosa remained in the house until her death in 1949 at age 83. Their children 

inherited Hutchinson House. Henry Jr. and John died without children in 1951 and 1952 

respectively.36 Lula (1887-1974), the eldest daughter of Henry and Rosa Hutchinson, married 

William Whaley Jr. and was employed as a teacher at Larimer Colored School on Edisto Island. 

She was living with her parents at Hutchinson House in 1940 and continued to occupy the house 

after their death.37  

 

Fewer family farms operated on Edisto Island following World War One and Two, as people 

moved to suburban areas and larger truck farm companies purchased and consolidated tracts of 

land. Truck farming, which produces commercial foodstuffs for a non-local market, first occurred 

on Edisto during the Reconstruction era, as white planters sought less labor-intensive crops to 

cultivate when they could no longer exploit enslaved labor. Truck farming became increasingly 

common after 1900 with development of additional rail lines, better paved roads, and tractor 
                         
30 “Genealogy notes”, Edisto Island Museum, Hutchinson House files. 
31 Spencer, Edisto Island, 1861-2006, 112-113. 
32 Lindsay, And I’m Glad, 65.  
33 Edisto Island Open Land Trust, “Hutchinson House- History”, https://edisto.org/history/ (accessed 6 July 2022).  
34 Charleston News and Courier 2 September 1905, pg. 8; NC 1 September 1909, pg. 10. Charleston Evening Post, 

9 June 1930, pg. 1. 
35 Lindsay, And I’m Glad, 21, 121-122; Connor, Edisto Island, 63. 
36 Charleston County Deed book K160, pg. 237. 
37 1940 United States Census, Charleston County, Edisto Island, sheet 15B. Edisto Island Open Land Trust, 

“Hutchinson House- History”,  https://edisto.org/history/ (Accessed 15 November 2021). 

https://edisto.org/history/
https://edisto.org/history/
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technology. Packing sheds and ice houses were constructed on the island to support truck framing, 

and fewer farmers attempted to grow cotton.38 Younger generations of African American Edisto 

Islanders began to leave for job opportunities in Charleston and northern cities, especially post 

World War I.39 Henry’s daughter Lula Hutchinson wrote to her sister Mabel Hutchinson in January 

1960 describing the farming changes on Edisto:  

 

Farming and every other thing is getting to be a thing of the past. Big business taking over 

everything. Rich truck farmers has taken over everything. They pay high price for their 

work so as to keep everything going with various vegetables. A few negros plant a little 

cotton. Almost everybody used to plant some spring crop but now they don’t plant enough 

to fill a van or car. . . most of the white people quit farming and rent their whole 

plantations.”40  

 

Lula remained on the island and raised her children and minded her grandchildren in the house, 

until her own passing in 1974.41  

 

Criterion C: Architecture 

Hutchinson House is one of the oldest extant dwellings on Edisto Island built by African 

Americans after emancipation, and it is emblematic of the construction practices and material 

availability on the island, and of the advancing economic status of the Hutchinson family that built 

it. The house exhibits a combination of timber framing and balloon framing methods and utilizes 

both joinery and nails, demonstrating changing construction technology in the late nineteenth 

century. Weather and deferred maintenance caused the original wraparound porch, long rear bay, 

and later rear ell addition to be lost, yet Hutchinson House retains many original features and 

materials. It remains a prime example of the type of housing built by enterprising freedmen in the 

Lowcountry during and after the Reconstruction era in the late 19th century. Hutchinson House’s 

interior is little changed from its construction circa 1885; it is in a preserved state and features 

original paneling and finishes in every room.  

 

Freedmen’s houses constructed in Charleston County between 1865 and 1900 were typically wood 

frame buildings on low brick or wood piers, commonly with a lateral gable roof punctuated by one 

or two dormers and a small brick chimney. The Charleston County Historical Survey notes that, 

“the entry is usually centered at the façade, with single windows at the outer bays. A common 

alteration is the addition of a rear gable wing, often with a shed or hipped roof side porch.” This 

description fits the original design of the Hutchinson House, thought it is one of the larger 

freedmen’s houses on the island and exhibits more architectural elaboration than is typical, 

commensurate with the financial resources of the Hutchinson family.42 

 

                         
38 Sharp, “Sowing Diversity: The Horticultural Roots of Truck Farming”, 362. 
39 Spencer, Edisto Island, 1861-2006, 113. 
40 Hutchinson Family Private Collection, “Property Documents”, image 190D, letter dated 12 January 1960. 
41 Edisto Island Open Land Trust, “Hutchinson House- History”,  https://edisto.org/history/ (Accessed 15 November 

2021). 
42 Preservation Consultants, Charleston County Survey, 21. 

https://edisto.org/history/
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Historian Hilda Black David explained the typology of Edisto houses in the post-emancipation 

era: 

 

During the time immediately following emancipation, the majority of the freed people lived 

in houses built from dismantled slave cabins . . . By 1880, the typical African American 

family on Edisto lived in a house that was one and a one-half story with one or two 

bedrooms, living room, and a hall running through the house. A dining room and a kitchen 

were sometimes divided and sometimes combined. A little flight of stairs led to the “jump-

up”, where children usually slept in one or two bedrooms.43  

 

This typology describes Hutchinson House perfectly, which is now one of the only remaining 

examples on the island. The well-built Hutchinson House weathered numerous tropical 

storms, including the Hurricane of 1893 that decimated the Sea Islands and killed over 1,000 

people, mostly African American. During the storm, fifty family members and neighbors 

sheltered in Hutchinson House, sharing food and prayer while waiting out the storm.44  

 

Constructing Hutchinson House 

Oral tradition from the family and secondary sources state that Henry Hutchinson built the house 

with the help of his half-brother Jack Miller and builder/architect John Pearson Hutchinson Sr., a 

relative who was one of the few Black architectural designers working in Charleston County at 

that time.45 John P. Hutchinson’s most noteworthy commission was Central Baptist Church at 26 

Radcliffe Street, Charleston, constructed in 1893 in the Carpenter Gothic style.46 Though not a 

licensed architect, John P. Hutchinson was a skilled designer, carpenter, and contractor in an era 

where architect involvement in vernacular building design was still uncommon.  
 

While no definitive proof for John P. Hutchinson’s role in building the Hutchinson House survives, 

the minutes for Central Baptist Church show that he had the construction experience and capability 

to take such a commission. He was appointed chairman of the Construction Committee for erecting 

the church in August 1891, and with two other committee members, was responsible for selecting 

the lumber merchants and managing the project. Church Brothers Wilkerson, Drayton, and 

Hutchinson were hired to “close in the building” or undertake the finish work in June 1893.47 

Beside the family connections between Henry and John Pearson Hutchinson, there are similarities 

                         
43 Black, African American Women of Edisto Island, 128-129.  
44 Sugarman, “The House that Hutchinson Built”, 20. New South Associates, Archeological Survey and 

Interpretation of the Hutchinson House, 12. 
45 Sugarman, “The House that Hutchinson Built”, 20. John Pearson Hutchinson’s father is believed to have been Isaac 

Jenkins Mikell, and his mother an enslaved woman on Mikell’s plantation, making him Jim Hutchinsons’s full or half-

brother. However, the Freedman’s Bank account application for a John Hutchinson, a carpenter born on Edisto Island 

and likely the same John Hutchinson mentioned above, lists his father as “John, dead” and his mother as Henrietta 

Jenkins.  He had a brother named Lewis Jenkins, who might be the Lewis listed as Jim’s father on the other bank 

record, making the two men uncle and nephew rather than half-brothers. Post and Courier, “Family gathers to explore 

lineage”, 7 July 2004. Hutchinson’s Charleston Death Certificate (number 504) states “DK” (don’t know) for both of 

his parents. He died in April 1913 at age 54 and was listed as a carpenter. His address was 53 Radcliffe Street.  
46 McNulty, Central Baptist Church National Register nomination, 1977. 
47 “Central Baptist Church papers”, Avery Research Center, Minute Book 1, pg. 17, 35, 41; special committee 

report, June 12th, 1893. “Central Baptist Church papers”, Avery Research Center, Minute book 2, pg. 249-251. 
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between Hutchinson House and Central Baptist Church that strengthens the tradition that John P. 

Hutchinson was involved with both. The buildings are of similar vintage, construction assembly 

(a combination of timber and balloon framing), ornamentation (Folk Victorian/Carpenter Gothic 

details), and interior finish (the vestibule of the church is paneled with tongue and groove boards 

similar to the paneling profiles at Hutchinson House). 

Hutchinson House uses a combination of salvage materials from earlier island structures (including 

portions of the sill beams and several first-floor joists), new lumber that was hand hewn for the 

house’s construction, and new dimensional lumber. The studs and corner posts of the house are 

true-dimensioned rather than nominal 2x4s and 3x5s, indicating they are factory-made, nineteenth 

century originals. The use of recycled members indicates that Hutchinson had limited access to a 

large quantity of new dimensional lumber, either because local mills had not fully reopened after 

the Civil War or because of the remote location of the building site. Salvaging materials 

necessitated older construction methods, such as a scarf jointed sill beam on the rear (north) wall 

of the house. This type of joinery is atypical in balloon framing, which ordinarily uses dimensional 

lumber assembled with nails.48 

 

The wall studs of the house extend from the sill beam to the roof top plate, and the second-floor 

joists are “let in” or suspended from the studs. This creates a low knee wall for the second story. 

Suspending second story joists from the studs as is common in balloon framing, but at Hutchinson 

House, they are joined to the studs rather than toe-nailed or face nailed. The corner posts of the 

house have traditional mortise and tenon joints, and feature diagonal bracing typically found in 

timber frame structures. The braces are atypical in that they are nailed instead of joined. The 

fenestration on the façade of the house is systematic to allow perfect symmetry of the window 

openings on either side of the centrally placed door. Both the use of timber frame joinery and the 

methodical placement of the studs for symmetrical window placement demonstrate the high skill 

of the carpenters.49 

 

Dimensional lumber used at the house likely came from Charleston, as there was no known lumber 

mill operating on Edisto when the house was built. Plantation crops and rough timber had been 

sailed or floated to Charleston from Edisto since the early eighteenth century, augmented by ferries 

and steam shipping by 1818, when a regular scheduled service from Savannah to Charleston 

commenced, offering stops at Edisto Island. Steamers and ferries operated into the early twentieth 

century to bring commodities and from the island.50 

 

An oral history interview with islander Samuel Gadsden (born in 1883) offers other details about 

how construction materials were sourced on Edisto Island during the post-Reconstruction era. He 

stated that his grandfather Charles Gadsden assisted in building a house on Point of Pines on Edisto 

Island in 1886, which may or may not have been the Hutchinson House, but which regardless 

provides information about where island lumber came from:  

 

                         
48 Moon, “Timber Framed Dwellings”, 127. 
49 Cameron Moon seconds this observation in “Timber Framed Dwellings”, pg. 125-126. 
50 Butler, “Steam boating from Charleston to Edisto”, Charleston Time Machine. https://www.ccpl.org/charleston-

time-machine/steamboating-edisto-charleston-ca-1900 (Accessed 12 December 2021).  

https://www.ccpl.org/charleston-time-machine/steamboating-edisto-charleston-ca-1900
https://www.ccpl.org/charleston-time-machine/steamboating-edisto-charleston-ca-1900
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“In those days, when you wanted to build a house, all the neighbors would work together 

on the house for nothing. There was no question of pay, the people didn’t take pay for work 

like that. But you had to pay for the wood. There was a man from Cottageville by the name 

of Ackerman. Since back in slavery days, he used to bring lumber in a raft down to the 

central part of the island. That has always been the way that lumber reached this island. A 

sawmill man would make it into a raft, then float the raft around to where the people needed 

the lumber, then take the raft apart—that was the lumber.51  

 

Gadsden also noted the use of timber frame construction and pegged joinery during 

Reconstruction, and that “old man Richard Bowles was such a carpenter . . . I saw him build 

Towney Mikell’s house at California [plantation] that way.”52 

 

The bricks in the foundation piers and chimneys at Hutchinson House were salvaged. The 

irregularity of the faces and arrises of the brick, the size variations, lack of uniform firing and 

hardness, and the local clay composition all indicate their early vintage. Mortar composition 

analysis by Meadors Inc. conservator Kalen McNabb indicates that the mortar was locally made 

by a highly skilled mason, who utilized well mixed shell-lime mortar comprised of local sands and 

local shell-lime rather than imported rock lime. McNabb notes that, “typically, I see mortar like 

this in pre-1840s Charleston structures. By 1885, other modern mortar components would have 

been widely available. [Hutchinson House’s mortar] may be an example of older traditions and 

methods carried forward from an earlier generation.”53 

 

Plan and Exterior Elements  

T-plan houses with wraparound porches are an uncommon typology only occasionally found in 

the Lowcountry. T-plans were adaptable both in terms of construction material and size, and they 

maximized cross ventilation.54 One-and-a-half and two-story T-plan forms are found in 

Moultrieville on Sullivan’s Island, typically built by white Charlestonians as beach residences in 

the late nineteenth century, commonly with porches wrapping the front and side elevations.55 Akin 

to the Moultrieville T-plan typology, the Hutchinson House’s plan was balanced and symmetrical 

as viewed from the facade.  

 

In a preliminary survey, only one example of a similar T-plan was located on Edisto, a large 

antebellum plantation house belonging to the Hopkinson family and photographed during the Civil 

War in 1862 and labeled “Headquarters of the 1st Massachusetts Cavalry.” The large, two-story 

                         
51 Lindsay, And I’m Glad, 66. 
52 Lindsay, And I’m Glad, 67. 
53 Email correspondence with Kalen McNabb, 9 May 2018. The samples taken by American College of the Building 

Arts undergraduate students in Spring 2018 did not include materials from the parge coat on the back of the 

chimneys, which are probably Portland Cement and are dark grey. McNabb’s analysis was also included in The 

Developmental History of Hutchinson House draft report by Christina Butler, submitted to Edisto Island Land Trust 

in January 2022. 
54 Butler, Means Gage House National Register; Harvey, et al, Beaufort County Above Ground Survey, Section III, 

6-7. 
55 Millar, A Study of Vernacular Beach Typologies, 56-58. “Hutchinson House” vertical file, Edisto Island Museum 

included a letter from Chris Fales of the Preservation Society dated June 1991 that also noted the similarities of 

Hutchinson’s plans with those found on Sullivan’s Island. 
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dwelling had a first-story wrap around porch that terminated into the projecting one-story side 

bays. The porch was supported by wood Tuscan columns and appears to have simple turned 

balusters similar to the originals on Hutchinson House.56 The Hopkinson House is no longer extant. 

 

Hutchinson House is also unusual and noteworthy for its size and level of interior ornamentation, 

which is atypical for the Reconstruction era on Edisto Island or for small residences on the island 

in general. In her survey of Lowcountry Reconstruction-era African American dwellings, Cameron 

Moon notes that Hutchinson House was the grandest, demonstrating that, “Hutchinson had the 

opportunity and resources to construct a refined house for his family that reflected his elevated 

status as a successful landowner, farmer, and cotton gin operator. The design, scale, and ornament 

of the house illustrates an extensive progression in the quality of housing attainable by some 

African American landowners in the postwar decades.”57
  

 

The fascia boards, vergeboards, and mantels at Hutchinson House were cut in a vernacular style 

best described as Folk Victorian “gingerbread.” Folk Victorian houses, a vernacular variation of 

the larger Victorian architectural movement, typically have simple floor plans, balloon frame 

construction, and mass-produced architectural ornament. They proliferated throughout the United 

States between 1870 and 1910. Principal subtypes include side gable roofed one-story buildings. 

One-and-a-half story examples with dormer windows and raised basements are found in the 

southeastern United States and the Gulf Coast region.58 Folk Victorian design followed and was 

influenced by the Carpenter Gothic or Rural Gothic phenomenon of the mid-to-late nineteenth 

century which was popularized by the architectural pattern books of Andrew Jackson Downing 

and others. Both Rural Gothic and Folk Victorian architecture was known for its adaptability and 

affordability; carpenters and builders usually designed these houses, and they were often framed 

with dimensional lumber, making them cheaper to construct than a masonry or timber framed 

house.59 Downing’s Architecture of Country Houses offered several cottage designs for yeoman 

farmers, including one in the “rural-Gothic” style, with steep gable rooflines like the Hutchinson 

House.  
 

Downing disapproved of the folk use of decorative vergeboards on smaller cottages, where they 

were “almost always sawn out of thin board, so as to have a frippery and “gingerbread” look which 

degrades rather than elevates the beauty of the cottage.”60 Despite this criticism, gingerbread trim 

was popular on rural cottages throughout the United States, as their owners and builders sought to 

add affordable visual interest to their homes, creating shadow lines and surface effects on the 

interior and exterior of rural houses that were previously too expensive to ornament.61 

 

Vergeboards were available in millwork catalogs in the late nineteenth century and were usually 

mass produced. In contrast, the vergeboards at Hutchinson House appear to be custom-made on 

                         
56 See figure 19. 
57 Moon, “Timber Framed Dwellings”, 125, 131.  
58 McAlester, Field Guide to American Houses (1984), 309-310, 313. 
59 McAlester, Field Guide to American Houses (2015), 14, 270, 280, 302. McAlester, Field Guide to American 

Houses (1984), 309. 
60 Downing, Architecture of Country Houses, 42. 
61 Gottfried, American Vernacular: Buildings and Interiors, 50-52. 
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site, by cutting a repeating mirrored ogee profile to create repeating cusps or points out of a 1x12 

inch board, probably using a small keyhole saw. The pierced profile in the vergeboards was created 

by auguring a hole into the board, into which a scroll or keyhole saw is inserted to make the cutout 

profile. The irregularity of the pierced cutouts speaks to their handmade nature. Several original 

pieces of the vergeboard and fascia boards are extant and currently stored on site. 

 

Interior Features 

Hutchinson House’s interior paneling, which is all original, reflects the ingenuity of the builders 

in its creative use of various paneling sizes and profiles, but also speaks to the Hutchinsons’ 

elevated economic status, as many Reconstruction-era freedmen’s’ houses have minimal interior 

finishing. Hutchinson House’s interior stands in contrast to the unfinished one or two room slave 

dwellings of the previous generation.62
 Painted paneling was more readily available than 

plasterwork on the Sea Islands where there were few craftsmen to do the installation, but wall-to-

wall woodwork still would have been a luxurious interior finish compared to bare stud walls, 

offering extra insulation, flush surfaces for wall papering or hanging framed pieces, and providing 

an attractive, finished interior.  

 

The varied paneling profiles, which include beadboard installed vertically and paneling installed 

horizontally, indicates that the Hutchinsons and their carpenters likely incorporated salvage or 

surplus materials from nearby construction projects for affordability. The profiles indicate that the 

salvage was not from an antebellum building, however. The tongue and groove edges and 

beadboard profiles mean the materials were likely remnants from a local remodel around the time 

Hutchinson House was built. Several Edisto houses were rebuilt, repaired, and modestly remodeled 

after neglect and damage during the Civil War, providing possible sources of salvage. Peter’s Point 

plantation house, for example (built 1840 or earlier) had plain wooden mantels added by its white 

owners during Reconstruction.63 The “cyclone” or hurricane of 1885 that occurred closer to the 

Hutchinson House’s date of construction offer other plausible sources of construction salvage 

material. The August 25, 1885 storm brought 80 MPH winds to the island, causing extensive crop 

damage, severe erosion (especially at Edingsville community to the south of Hutchinson House), 

and damage to houses across the island.64  

 

While some of the interior paneling appears to be salvage or off-cuts, the quantity of beadboard 

needed for paneling the principal walls of the house indicates that some material would have been 

purchased new. Wood paneling was common in the late nineteenth century in middle class 

vernacular dwellings, schoolhouses, and in bathrooms and kitchens (which were added, utilitarian 

spaces to earlier residences). Molding machines proliferated by 1860, allowing factories to 

produce simple architectural ornament on a mass scale with water and steam powered machines, 

                         
62 New South Associates, Archaeological Survey and Interpretation of the Hutchinson House, 12. 
63 Bull, Peter’s Point Plantation National Register nomination, 1-5.  Spencer provides a list of houses burned during 

the Civil War in Edisto Island, 1861-2006, but none were located near Clark/Shellhouse. This list, however, does 

not included houses damaged during the war, only fire losses. Spencer, 112. 
64 Butler, “Research and Preliminary Preservation Plan for Hutchinson House”, 80. Spencer, Edisto Island 1861-

2006, 128-129. 
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and making the products affordable and accessible. Carpenters assembled the premade molding 

and paneling profiles to create affordable custom interiors.65  

 

Millwork and molding companies and planning mills first became popular in the Midwest and 

New England, and then in the American South post-Civil War to 1910.66 The flexibility that precut 

trim, paneling, lath, and framing material provided is evident in the fact that a rural dwelling like 

Hutchinson House had turned exterior balustrades, wall-to wall-paneling, and ceiling paneling on 

the interior. Tongue and groove paneling and flooring, ready-made window sash and doors, and 

beadboard and other trim were available for purchase in the Charleston region when Hutchinson 

house was constructed.67 

 

Similar interiors with multiple-profile wall and ceiling paneling are found in “Lula’s House,” the 

cabin of an African American cook at McCoy Farmstead (constructed circa 1875 in Holly Hill, 

Orangeburg County); the Garvin House (circa 1870, Bluffton, Beaufort County); in the antebellum 

slave cabins at McLeod which were renovated and occupied in the Reconstruction era (James 

Island, Charleston County); and at the circa 1880 “Brady’s Tavern” house on Sullivan’s Island.  

 

Demonstrating the wealth of the Hutchinson family, the Hutchinson House’s interior paneling was 

painted at the time of installation and repainted numerous times in updated color preferences. Paint 

samples taken from doors, windowsills, the stair stringer, and the western first floor parlor by 

American College of the Building Arts students as part of the on-site documentation for the 

preliminary preservation plan in 2018 indicated a base color of blue. This might be a primer or the 

original wall color. A sample from below the stairs near the rear door yielded a lighter blue 

pigmented paint. This may be a version of “haint” blue, a shade of light blue closely associated 

with Gullah culture and found on many Lowcountry doors, windows, and ceilings, as it is 

traditionally believed to provide protection from evil spirits (“haint” is Gullah for “haunt” or 

“ghost”).68  

 

Clemson University graduate students took additional samples in 2021 as part of their conservation 

coursework and noted similarities in the paint layering with that of the Garvin House in Bluffton, 

South Carolina, which was constructed in 1870, particularly the presence of an orange-red layer. 

The Clemson samples in the east parlor yielded a white lime wash followed by an 

orange/red/brown layer, then a greenish mint, and lastly several generations of gray paint. The 

                         
65 Shivers, Walls & Molding, 19. 
66 Gottfried, American Vernacular, 50. 
67 While hand planes for creating tongue and groove profiles appear in antebellum Charleston, the first reference 

found for a “tongue and groove machine”, along with portable milling equipment, circular saws, and scroll saws 

appeared in the Charleston Courier, November 8th, 1865, pg. 4. By 1885 P.P. Toale Company was selling, 

“moldings, turning work, scroll work, tongue and groove flooring and ceiling” panels from their sales room on 

Hayne Street. News and Courier, January 31st, 1885, pg. 2. 
68 David, African American Women on Edisto Island, 133. Hollins Koons McCullough, ed. Telfair Museum of Art: 

Collection Highlights (Savannah, GA: Telfair Museum of Art), pg. 4; Gullah culture refers to the beliefs, music, 

food, and language distinct to African Americans along the coastlines of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, 

and northern Florida, where West African culture was retained and adapted among enslaved Africans and their 

descendants. Thomas C. Barnwell, Jr., Carolyn Grant, Emory Shaw Campbell, with Christena Bledsoe, Gullah 

Days: Hilton Head Islanders Before the Bridge, 1861-1956 (Durham, NC: Blair, 2020), 221. 
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students noted that differing base layer colors in their samples may indicate that some of the 

materials were salvage that had already been painted.69 

Comparative Context 

Hutchinson House bears similarities to two other Edisto Island houses built by African Americans 

in the Reconstruction era, the Thorne House (still extant but with more alterations and 

modernizations than Hutchinson House) and the Laura Reed House (no longer extant).70 The Reed 

House has several interesting resemblances with the Hutchinson House and may have been built 

at the same time and/or by some of the same carpenters. There are known connections between 

the families; Arthur Hutchinson married Susan Eugenia “Grand” Reed in November 1914.71 The 

Reed House was a two-story wood frame dwelling on a high raised basement of brick piers. Like 

the Hutchinson House, the hip roofed porch was supported by wood piers and vertical logs. The 

dormer windows were similar on both houses, as was the gable roof pitch, and they had similar 

Folk Victorian eaves and vergeboards. 

Jim Hutchinson and a contemporary elite African American named John Thorne were known as 

the “Black kings of Edisto”, for their farming and financial success during the fraught 

Reconstruction and post-Reconstruction eras in the Lowcountry. Thorne (1842-1904) was born 

free in Charleston to Philip and Elizabeth Thorne, free people of color. He was listed as a mulatto 

millwright in the 1860 census and by 1870 had relocated to Edisto Island.72 Hutchinson and Thorne 

operated the only Black-owned cotton gins on their respective properties, neither of which are 

extant.73 Thorne erected a one and a half story, dormered wood frame house on Edingsville Beach 

Road sometime after he purchased the land in 1875.74 The house bears some similarities to the 

Hutchinson House in its scale, roof pitch, and dormers. It has mass produced Victorian corbel 

brackets below the fascia. Thorne House, however, has been modified and modernized more 

extensively than Hutchinson House, as it has been continuously occupied. The Thorne House is 

situated lower to the ground on shorter piers, did not have a wraparound porch, and there is no 

indication it ever had a T-plan like the Hutchinson House.  

 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                         
69 Butler, “Research and Preliminary Preservation Plan for Hutchinson House”, 73-74. Meadors Inc. Garvin House: 

Structural Assessment and Preservation Plan, pp. 101-125. McKnight, et al. “Hutchinson House Paint Report”, 24-

40. 
70 Esteves, Edisto Island, the African American Journey, 43 notes that Thorne, the other “black king of Edisto”, was 

also a large landowner, cotton gin operator, and land cooperative organizer who purchased and divided Seaside 

Plantation. 
71 David, The African-American Women of Edisto Island 1850-1920, 248-249. Charleston County marriage license, 

1914-00016-285, November 11th, 1914. 
72 1860 census, Charleston County, City of Charleston, sheet 27. 1870 census, Charleston County, Edisto Island, 

sheet 3. Miller, “The Black Kings of Edisto Island’- who was John Thorne?” 

http://cheesygritsandshooflypie.blogspot.com/2015/03/cheesy-grits-black-kings-of-edisto_8.html (Accessed 1 July 

2022).  
73 Blesser, The Promised Land: The History of the South Carolina Land Commission 1869-1890, 38. David, The 

African-American Women of Edisto Island 1850-1920, pg. 183. 
74 An article published in 1880 in the Quaker journal The Friend describes John Thorne as owning a “comfortable 

residence” on Edisto, possibly the extant Thorne house or an earlier building on the parcel. “The Sea Islands of 

South Carolina”, pg. 1. 

http://cheesygritsandshooflypie.blogspot.com/2015/03/cheesy-grits-black-kings-of-edisto_8.html
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Developmental history/additional historic context information (if appropriate) 

 

The Shell House/Clark plantation where Hutchinson House is located was originally inhabited by 

the Edisto Indians, who left behind shell rings and artifacts throughout the high lands on Edisto 

Island. After the English laid claim to Carolina, Paul Grimball received a land grant for 1500 acres, 

including future Shell House, in 1683. The land eventually passed to the Clark family in the 

antebellum era. Widower Josephine Clark sold Shell House/Clark plantation in 1869 and relocated 

to Missouri. By 1874 it was owned by George Witte, who sold it to James Hutchinson on behalf 

of himself and twenty other African American shareholders.75 

 

An 1873 newspaper advertisement for an auction through Louis D. DeSaussure’s firm described 

Shell House: 

 

The plantation known as Shell House on Edisto containing 404 25/100 acres of land more 

or less. Bounding on lands of James Hopkinson, John F. Townsend, Charles Bailey, 

Benjamin Edings, and William Whaley. The buildings consist of 1 large dwelling house, 1 

cotton house with two stories and attic 20 by 40 feet, built 4 years ago, 1 large and 

commodious stable, and about 9 framed laborers’ houses. The cotton house is enclosed by 

a picket fence nine feet high. The settlement is one of the best and most attractive on the 

island, and the plantation is in excellent order. The land is all high ground with the 

exception of about ten acres of marsh.76 

 

James Hutchinson purchased 404.26 acres known as Clark or Shell House plantation in Fall 1874 

from George W. Witte, who issued a deed of conveyance. Hutchinson then executed a deed of 

trust explaining that he purchased the land in his name, on behalf of several investors who were 

named and who received their shares according to their investments. Two investors claimed they 

received a lesser share than they paid for, resulting in a complicated and lengthy series of lawsuits 

in the Court of Common Pleas against James Hutchinson’s estate. After hearing testimony, the 

court found that Hutchinson “had enabled these plaintiffs and defendants to secure unto themselves 

homestead holdings. Unlettered though he was, he was a valuable member of society. Nothing but 

admiration can be felt when we study the conduct of this negro. He seized the vital idea of a 

permanent, valuable, and happy citizenship- the ownership of one’s home- and sought to propagate 

that idea by its adoptions by others than himself.”77  

 

The Hutchinson family owned several other parcels of land on Edisto. Henry owned over 171 acres 

on several tracts, of which roughly 100 acres were still in the family in 1950. James apparently 

sold parcels of Shell House tract acreage before his death (described as lots 26 and 27).78 Henry 

                         
75 New South Associates, Archaeological Survey and Interpretation of the Hutchinson House, 5.  
76 Charleston News, 7 January 1873, pg. 3. 
77 Southern Reporter, pg. 9-15. 
78 Hutchinson Family Private Collection, “property documents”, image 212B, letter to Lula Whaley explaining the 

acreage of the Hutchinson heirs at Old Hill, Seaside, and Shell House tracts. 14 November 1950. 
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Hutchinson’s family divided part the Hutchinson House tract into smaller parcels in the twentieth 

century.79 

 

By October 1972, Henry’s remaining heirs were Myrtle Esteves, Laura Hutchinson, Elnora Miller, 

Lula Whaley, Eugenia Hutchinson, and Mable Bernard; the heirs transferred the house and land to 

Mabel Bernard that month.80 The house passed to Myrtle Hutchinson Esteves Singleton in 

February 1980.81 Myrtle Hutchinson Esteves Singleton (31 May 1917- 2 October 2014) was the 

great granddaughter of Jim Hutchinson, born to Arthur “Rich” Hutchinson and Susan Eugenia 

“Grand” Reed Hutchinson, a longtime teacher at Larimer High School.82 A Preservation Magazine 

article notes, “Myrtle Hutchinson who had grown up in the house and loved it dearly. Myrtle, by 

all accounts, was a force to be reckoned with. A former New York City school teacher, social 

worker, and Civil Rights activist who attended the 1963 March on Washington, she had earned an 

award for registering the most voters in her Lower East Side precinct during the height of 

segregation.”83  

 

Unfortunately, none of the Hutchinson descendants who had shared interest in the house were 

willing or able to move in; Myrtle had a residence on Radcliffe Street in Charleston and in Beaufort 

and other members of the family were living in New York state.84 Despite changing land use and 

ownership patterns on the island, the Hutchinson family retained the house until 2016. Greg 

Estevez, Myrtle’s grandson whose family lived on Highway 174 on Edisto, visited the house often 

in the early 1970s, and has been a key resource for the Edisto Island Open Land Trust in 

understanding the family’s history, providing documents, and sitting on the EIOLT Advisory 

Board to guide the house’s future.85 
 

Potential for Archeology 

In Summer 2019, New South Associates conducted an archeological survey of the Hutchinson 

House site and the neighboring ten-acre tract, on which an earlier building associated with Clark’s 

Shell House plantation and Hutchinson’s cotton gin were located. The 1892 plat by Taylor shows 

a wood frame barn on the Hutchinson parcel that is not extant. 

 

The archeological survey methods included ground-penetrating radar and magnetic gradiometer 

surveys, and shovel testing excavations. Shovel testing was focused on the Hutchinson House 

settlement site because most of the tract had been disturbed by farming.86 Archeologists 

determined that the cotton gin’s location overlaps with the current location of a mobile home on 

the adjacent ten-acre tract. Additional archeological work should be conducted to better document 

the gin site. 

                         
79 Charleston County Deed Book W23, pg. 3; K100, pg. 239, X85, pg. 326. Hutchinson Family Private Collection, 

“property documents”, image 352B, 170D. 
80 Charleston County Deed Book K100, pg. 270. 
81 Charleston County Deed Book P121, pg. 257. 
82 David, The African-American Women of Edisto Island 1850-1920, 248-249. 
83 Sugarman, “The House that Hutchinson Built”, Preservation Magazine, pg. 22. Obituary for Myrtle E. Singleton, 

Post and Courier, 2 October 2014. 
84 Post and Courier, “Edisto home in Desperate Need of Repairs,” 4 February 1996, pg. 1. 
85 Sugarman, “The House that Hutchinson Built”, Preservation Magazine, 26-27. 
86 New South Associates, Archaeological Survey and Interpretation of the Hutchinson House, 22-23. 
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GPR work in the Hutchinson parcel yielded a potential former structure (directly behind/north of 

the rear wall of the house), two possible privies (one located approximately thirty feet from the 

east elevation of the house, and the second approximately 50 feet north of the first), and a deep 

anomaly that may be an additional well (approximately sixty feet southeast of the façade), all of 

which are potential targets for future excavations.87  

 

Shovel testing yielded construction-related artifacts including cut nails, modern wire nails and 

screws, four pieces of slate roofing, flat glass (probably windowpane), tile, and asphalt shingles. 

Kitchen-related artifacts included fragments of 17th century under glazed blue Chinese porcelain, 

eighteenth century English and Rhenish stoneware, creamware, pearlware, 18th century slipware, 

53 pieces of colonoware, bottle glass, shell, and bone totaling 2,926 artifacts. This diversity 

represents earlier settlements and use of the site that predates the Hutchinson House. Whiteware 

and yellowware located on the site correspond to the Clark Shell house antebellum era.88 A large 

mound of brick approximately 300 feet behind Hutchinson house and roughly 100 foot in diameter 

is probably associated with the earlier house occupied by elder Henry Hutchinson on the 1892 

Tayler plat, and is where most of the 17th and 18th century artifacts were recovered.89 

New South concluded that, “the archaeology revealed a well-defined landscape for the Hutchinson 

House” and its adjoining ten acres. The rear yard was swept and enclosed, a West African tradition 

found at house sites of both the enslaved, and, later, freedmen, and which results in small midden 

deposits on the edges of the yard instead of scattered artifacts. New South’s report also noted a 

physical connection between the old house site and the Hutchinson House, with a cultural 

landscape with potential occupancy in the late seventeenth century, based on the small collection 

of ceramics found in shovel tests in the Hutchinson House’s rear yard and at the adjacent old house 

site. “Large quantities” of Colonoware indicate that the site may have once part of or near a 

plantation slave village.90  

                         
87 Ibid, 41. 
88 Ibid, 55-58. 
89 Ibid, 60. 
90 Ibid, 69-70. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Previous documentation on file (NPS):  

 

____ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested 

__X__ previously listed in the National Register 

____ previously determined eligible by the National Register 

____ designated a National Historic Landmark  

____ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey   #____________ 

____ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # __________ 

____ recorded by Historic American Landscape Survey # ___________ 

 

Primary location of additional data:  

____ State Historic Preservation Office 

____ Other State agency 

____ Federal agency 

____ Local government 

____ University 

____ Other 

         Name of repository: _____________________________________ 

 

Historic Resources Survey Number (if assigned): ________________ 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Geographical Data 

 

 Acreage of Property _____10.2__________ 

 
 

Use either the UTM system or latitude/longitude coordinates 

 

Latitude/Longitude Coordinates (decimal degrees) 

Datum if other than WGS84:__________ 

(enter coordinates to 6 decimal places) 

1. Latitude: 32.570570  Longitude: -80.257210 

 

2. Latitude:   Longitude: 

 

3. Latitude:   Longitude: 

 

4. Latitude:   Longitude: 
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Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.)  

 

The boundary remains unchanged from the description provided in the original National Register. 

 

Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.) 

 

The boundary, which remains unchanged, includes and Hutchinson House, well, and associated 

acreage as identified in the 1987 National Register nomination. The boundaries are confirmed by 

Charleston County plat book S16, pg. 281, which was surveyed by Robert Frank Surveying in 

December 2016 in preparation for sale of the lot to the Edisto Island Open Land Trust.  

 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

11. Form Prepared By 

 

name/title: ______Christina R. Butler, principal researcher__________________________ 

organization: ______Butler Preservation L.C.__________________________ 

street & number: _____6 Hampden Court___________________________ 

city or town:  Charleston___________ state: ___SC_____ zip code:___29403___ 

e-mail____c.rae.butler@gmail.com________ 

telephone:____843-469-9623 ______________ 

date:_____9 September 2022_________ 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Additional Documentation 

 

Submit the following items with the completed form: 

 

 Maps:   A USGS map or equivalent (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's 

location. 

    

  Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous 

resources.  Key all photographs to this map. 

 

 Additional items:  (Check with the SHPO, TPO, or FPO for any additional items.) 

 

Photographs 

Submit clear and descriptive photographs.  The size of each image must be 1600x1200 pixels 

(minimum), 3000x2000 preferred, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger.  Key all photographs 

to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to 
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the photograph number on the photo log.  For simplicity, the name of the photographer, 

photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn’t need to be labeled on 

every photograph. 

 

Photo Log 

 

Name of Property:   Hutchinson House 

City or Vicinity:   Edisto Island 

County:    Charleston County      

State:    SC 

Photographer:   Christina R. Butler 

Date Photographed:  March-August 2022 

 

Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of 

camera: 

 

1 of 28:   Hutchinson House façade viewed from front yard, facing north 

2 of 28:    Façade and east elevation in perspective, facing north-northwest 

3 of 28: Perspective of rear and west elevation, facing south-southeast, 

showing temporary envelope of plywood on rear and original brick 

chimneys with decorative bands and caps. 

4 of 28: Rear north elevation 

5 of 28: East elevation looking west. Piers for former rear bays are extant. 

Door on east elevation formerly led onto wrap around porch 

6 of 28: West elevation looking east 

7 of 28: Perspective view of west elevation and façade, facing northeast 

8 of 28: Brick piers and hand-hewn beams and floor joists below the house 

9 of 28: Fireplace in the west parlor, facing north toward rear of house.  

10 of 28: West well and door of west parlor. 

11 of 28: Front wall of west parlor, looking south to front of house. 

12 of 28: East/stair hall in the west parlor, facing northeast. 

13 of 28: Stair and newel post 

14 of 28: Fireplace on the rear wall of the east parlor, facing north. Note the 

door next to the fireplace that led to the rear addition. 

15 of 28: Close up of the vernacular mantelpiece and fireplace surround 

comprised of beadboard paneling in the east parlor. 

16 of 28: East wall of the east parlor, facing east. The board and batten door 

led onto the lost wrap around porch. Note the diagonal bracing for 

the corner posts, typical of timber frame construction. 

17 of 28: Front wall of east parlor, facing south toward the front yard. 

18 of 28: Top of the stair on the first landing, looking down toward first 

floor. 

19 of 28: Stair hall and landing to second story. 
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20 of 28: West bedroom facing northwest. Note the beadboard and other 

paneling profiles on the walls, and the exposed brickwork of the 

chimney. 

21 of 28: Dormer wall west bedroom. 

22 of 28: East/stair hall wall in west bedroom, facing northeast. 

23 of 28: West wall west bedroom 

24 of 28: West bedroom, looking east through stair hall to east bedroom. 

25 of 28: East bedroom facing north/rear wall with dormer and chimney. 

26 of 28: East wall of east bedroom 

27 of 28: Front/south wall of east bedroom 

28 of 28: East bedroom, looking west through stair hall to west bedroom. 

 

 

 

 

Index of Figures 

 

Figure 1 of 24: Hutchinson House circa 1900 with family in front yard, showing 

wrap around porch and original balustrades.  Earliest known 

photograph of the house. 

Figure 2 of 24: J.D. Taylor, “Plat representing the unallotted planting lands of 

Shell House tract situated on Edisto Island”, September 1892. 

Figure 3 of 24: JD Taylor’s last plat of the Hutchinson case, surveyed after the 

January 1898. Lot 22 is the Hutchinson House site. Charleston 

County deed book D, pg. 142. 

Figure 4 of 24: Charleston County Plat Book Q, pg.91, “Division of land to settle 

the estate of Henry Hutchinson, Part of Clarks Shell House Tract”, 

December 1970. 

Figure 5 of 24: Charleston County Plat Book S16, pg. 281, “A Boundary of Lot C, 

a portion of lot 22”, October 2016. 

Figure 6 of 24: Charleston County GIS map of 7666 Point of Pines Road showing 

current legal boundaries. 

Figure 7 of 24:  Early 20th century perspective image of Hutchinson House. 

Hutchinson Family private collection, image 65 

Figure 8 of 24: Henry and Rosa Hutchinson stand in front of the house on New 

Year’s Day, 1939, after the pedimented front porch had been 

constructed. Hutchinson Family private collection, image 368. 

Figure 9 of 24: Rosa Hutchinson and grandchildren in front of Hutchinson House, 

1940s. Hutchinson Family private collection, image 278. 

Figure 10 of 24: “Our House Painted White”, circa 1940s. Hutchinson Family 

private collection, image 69. 

Figure 11 of 24: Lula Hutchinson Whaley at the mailbox in front of Hutchinson 

House, photographed for Time Life in 1956. Hutchinson Family 

private collection, image 72. 
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Figure 12 of 24: Lula Hutchinson Whaley and Arthur Hutchinson in the rear rooms 

of the house, photographed for Time Life, 1956. Hutchinson 

Family private collection, image 116. 

Figure 13 of 24: Arthur “Rich” Hutchinson and one of his brothers in front of the 

house, undated. Hutchinson Family private collection, image 338. 

Figure 14 of 24: Arthur Hutchinson and his children in front of Hutchinson House. 

Hutchinson Family private collection. 

Figure 15 of 24: West side of the house, looking east, circa 1960s. Hutchinson 

Family private collection, image 147C 

Figure 16 of 24: East side of the house, looking west, circa 1960s. Hutchinson 

Family private collection, image 147D 

Figure 17 of 24: Myrtle Hutchinson Esteves Singleton with the west elevation in the 

background, circa 1980s. Edisto Museum, Hutchinson House file. 

Figure 18 of 24: Façade of Hutchinson House, April 2018 before stabilization. 

Photograph by Christina R Butler 

Figure 19 of 24: “Headquarters of the 1st Massachusetts Cavalry,” the Hopkinson 

family plantation house, photographed February 1862.  The house 

had a t-plan with rear projections and wrap around porch similar to 

earlier iterations of Hutchinson House. Library of Congress 

Figure 20 of 24: The family post with their carriages in front of Henry Hutchinson’s 

cotton gin, situated to the west of Hutchinson House, circa late 

nineteenth century. Hutchinson Family private collection, image 

374. 

Figure 21 of 24: Unidentified Hutchinson family members and friends stand in front 

of the Hutchinson House well, circa 1960s. Hutchinson Family 

private collection, image 292. 

Figure 22 of 24: Deteriorated western/side porch, looking south, February 2019. 

Figure 23 of 24: Rear and west elevation, facing east, showing stabilization efforts 

and temporary protective structure, March 2020. 

Figure 24 of 24:  “The North and South Edisto Rivers, Charleston, South Carolina, 

U.S. Coast Survey”, 1852.  Hutchinson House/Clark’s Shell House 

Plantation are located to the east of “Seabrook’s”. 
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Hutchinson House Site Map and Exterior Photo Key  

 

 
 

Base dimensions and property layout from Charleston County Plat Book S16, pg. 281 



Hutchinson House Floorplan and Interior Photo Key 

 
First Floor 

 

 
Second Floor1 

                                                 
1 Plans derived from drawings by Simons Young Architects, created for Edisto Island Open Land Trust 
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